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• No one template... but there
are non-negotiable
fundamentals (pg. 144):
• Define a purpose for grading.
• Organize evidence of

learning by curricular
standards.

• Ensure that whatever
teachers send home to
parents is user-
friendly.

Define a Purpose for Grading 
(pg. 144-146, GGrading Practices)

Grades are not compensation! They 
simply ccommunicate what students 
have learned at a particular time.
~Rick Wormeli (paraphrased)



Discussion Questions 

• What information will be communicated in the report card?
• Who is the primary audience for the information?
• What is the intended goal of that communication?
• How should that information be used?

Purpose of Grading & Reporting: 6 Categories

• Communicate information about students' achievement to parents and
others.

• Provide information to students for self-evaluation.
• Select, identify, or group students for certain educational paths or

programs.
• Provide incentives for students to learn.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of instructional programs.
• Provide evidence of students' lack of effort or inappropriate responsibility.

Progress v. Achievement
(pg. 171)

• Intentionally reporting progress allows students to know that
they are getting closer to proficiency
• Should be reported separately from achievement

• May be a separate section of report card
• May be addressed informally through teacher-parent

communication



Calculating Grades (pg. 148-154)

"Many aspects of grading and reporting 
reflect traditions that have been a part of 
our education system since the time our 
great-grandparents were in school."

~Thomas Guskey (2)

The problem of points & averages

•Averaging dilutes accuracy
• Combines older evidence with most recent evidence and muddles 

students' current level of achievement
• "That process will never produce an accurate grade because 

students will never earn full credit for what they come to 
know" (pg. 148). 

*ACCURACY is the goal*
• Gradebooks should have separate "bins" or sections for

different standards
• Calculation Methods:

• Bin/median/mode/mean
• Calculate a "bin" score by finding the median or mode score for that bin

• Average "bin" scores (using teacher discretion for outlier scores)
• Most recent/decaying average
• Bin scores should reflect the most recent scores



Converting SBG Scores to a Traditional Letter Grade

• Grades should reflect the student's proficiency level
• If a 3 in the class is "approaching" proficiency, report the letter

grade that most closely matches "approaching"
• Conversion scales should be determined at a site or district

level to ensure consistency among teachers, and equity for students

Questioning Grading 
Practices

Read and discuss the 
reflection on pages 154-155

What resonates 
with you?

How do these 
ideas validate 

and/or challenge 
your thinking?

Organize Evidence of Learning:
Jaime Suitts



Organize Evidence of Learning (pg. 146-147)

• Grading should be based on evidence of learning
• Require demonstration of proficiency of the standard(s)
• Evaluate student learning based on predetermined criteria

for demonstrating proficiency



Traditional gradebook view
Standards are attached to assignments

Gradebook organized by standard

Addressing 
Concerns

How do we build a gradebook 
that allows for failure?

How do we make grading 
meaningful without making it 
more work for teachers?



Organize Evidence of Learning:
Lauren Mayfield

Evidence of learning should be:
evaluated/scored based on

demonstration of/proximity to
proficiency/mastery of the standard

4 – Thoroughly/Effectively 3 - Adequately 2 - Partially 1 - Minimally



~at a glance
~customizable
~work habits included
~objective
~easy conversion to letter grade
~multiple calculation options: trending, decaying average, etc

**Completion grades and practice assignments/activities can be included in the gradebook, and 
given a "Work Habits" score, but should not be included in the student's grade

Addressing 
Concerns

How do we build a gradebook 
that allows for failure?

How do we make grading 
meaningful without making it 
more work for teachers?

Make Reporting User-Friendly 
for Parents



Parents (pg. 174)
• Make reporting easy for parents to interpret
• Too much information frustrates parents
• Color coding and/or 'At A Glance' summaries can help
• Be transparent with grading scales and methods for converting

scores to letter grades
• Communicate early (and often): contact parents regarding

specific individual progress

District-wide parent communcation:

Class-wide parent communication:



Class-wide parent communication:

Completion grades, practice, participation, and behavior are 
given separate "Work Habits" and "Citizenship" scores.

Class-wide parent communication:

Individual and specific parent communication:



Student Self-Reflection
(pg. 173-174)

• Research shows self-assessment has a direct benefit to raising
achievement

• Allows students to measure their work against standards
• Students take more ownership and become the source of their

feedback

Student Self-Reflection

• Questions for self-assessment:
• Am I improving?
• What specific aspects have improved? How will I ensure that I 

keep improving in those areas?
• What am I still struggling with? What are my next steps to 

improve within those areas? 

"The standards-based report 
card is ideally the last thing to 

change and ends the process of 
creating a fully standards-based 

instructional paradigm." 
(Schimmer pg. 143)

Examples 
(pg. 157-170)



Questions to ponder...

What does my gradebook look like? Why did I design it that 
way? Does it accurately reflect each student's knowledge of the 
standards?

How can I use the information presented in this session? What 
really resonates with me?
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